
 

Sonic Sex Change Walkthrough ((HOT))

once you've confirmed that team sonic is the leader again, lay the beatdown on the lone robot, and you'll
finally get to fight team dark's bosses! team dark, at this point, is just three robots, and are easily destroyed
with a few well placed kicks from tails. after this, you'll begin the boss fight with a new cutscene. the rest of

the battle consists of having sonic launch up into the clouds and keep on going. it is at this point that the
commander of the team, eggman, orders gamma to take tails and amy and remove them from the battle,
and sonic will go after them. luckily, sonic is able to outrun eggman's two aircraft, since eggman crashes
them, and sonic and tails are left floating in the air. eventually, they fly back to the location of the fight.

there, they fly to topridge bay, and all is well. sonic's team wins! next, eggman takes the time to tell sonic
that eggman has not only destroyed the tornado 2, but the egg carrier too. he explains that he wants to use

the power of the devil to obtain meteor hammer. sonic will have to get some more help. sonic is going to
take robin's new submarine on a mission to the planet paradise island. once there, he takes his team to

meet up with him. robin will have a submarine full of good plans, and it will be up to you to defeat team bad
and stop eggman's plan of taking over the world. in the sequel , sonic goes on a journey with many friends,

including knuckles, tails, vanilla ice, daxter, and even a new character called maximilian, who is a gerbil.
there is also the mother of all battles, but this time, eggman is your nemesis. you can get access to the

walkthrough by going to the faq section of the website.
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the last checkpoint in the level has you to it right
away - after the first cutscene, rather, which then

leads you into the checkpoint. we'll start by heading
left, and then towards the lava pits to the right. be
careful around the lava pits, as they'll be boiling

rather hot. you'll also have to avoid the grounded
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mario:) - once he's dead, you'll have your way. after
the cutscene, your platform starts moving down

again, and you find a vine to the right. switch sonic to
him and do a sonic ball on it. you'll go a little forward,

then up, and then head left, to a crash bomber kill
spot in the vine. once the crash bomber is dead, head
down the vine and keep going forward. when you hit
a vine next to the past crashed bomber, do another

sonic ball to turn it into a bouncy pad. walk on it, and
your team will bounce forwards out of the vine,

through the spike and bouncy pad, over the mario,
then towards a platform with a green-looking tails

symbol on it. this platform, though, isn't green; it's a
new, blue platform! if you are not aware of these yet,
go through sonic-to-sonic or tails-to-sonic and pick up
the correct symbol. bounce from platform to platform,
touching the underside of each platform, until you are
on the blue platform and through the door (watch out
if you touch the blue plank, though, as it'll drop you
down). switch tails to sonic, and then follow the path

ahead. jump from platform to platform as you go,
following the rightward path. when you head left at
the cross, you'll run into two amiibo:) enemies. until
then, though, ignore them and continue along the
pathway. you will eventually come to a plant that

ends in a vine that will allow you to climb up to a vine
that goes up to a jumping pad with a tails symbol on
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it (obviously). along the vine, you'll see amiibo
disappearing like mushroom hats - these are

collectible, but they aren't weapons or anything. go
up this vine, and then jump on the jumping pad to
cross through to the next stage, and to the restart

point of the level. 5ec8ef588b
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